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As some of you know, my wife Lynne and I just had a baby
(Kaiya Marena).  She was born on October 8th.  Her birth, and
upcoming Thanksgiving (recently departed by the time you read
this), give me pause to reflect. I have to admit, the last few years
have placed a strain on the eternal optimist in me. There just
seem to be so many things WRONG out there, or at least things
moving in the wrong direction.

But then I look into her eyes. I am instantly filled with so
much hope.

Talk about the ultimate act of optimism—I think having a kid
wins that prize.

I look into her eyes, and I think of how lucky we are. How lucky
we are to have relative security, clothes on our backs, a roof over
our heads, and food on our plates. How lucky we are to live in a
community where people care for each other, where people go
out of their way to make a difference in each other's lives, and
where we can put our baby in her stroller, walk down the street,
and smile at the trees, gardens, lake, zoo, park, and people with
whom we are so fortunate to share our neighborhood. Even
garlic mustard makes me happy these days. I look forward to
canoeing with her on Lake Wingra and then grabbing some
Michaels Frozen Custard on the way home. I can't wait to jazz
her up in clothes from Wild Child.  Wine tasting at Barriques
might have to wait a couple years (although her first public
appearance EVER was at the DMNA Beer Tasting!).

There are a lot of problems in this world and we here in
Dudgeon-Monroe are certainly not immune to them.  But, all
things considered, we are pretty lucky.  And as I think about my
daughter and this time of year, I want to thank everyone in this
neighborhood—every neighbor, business, teacher, piano
instructor, garbage man, committee chair, volunteer, and yes,
potential baby sitters :-)—for everything they do to make this
neighborhood such a great place to live.

In a world of uncertainty and cynicism, you give me hope that
bringing Kaiya into this world was the right thing to do.

Have an AMAZING holiday season. Try to do something—give
a hug, offer a smile, deliver a meal, tutor a child—to make it
amazing for someone else too.

Be well, 

Brian “Big Bad Dad” Solomon
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Do you need
volunteer assistance
with routine chores
such as snow
shoveling? 
Although potential helpers

are no longer recruited
during the membership
drive, Joyce Messer has

graciously offered \to
continue coordinating 

this service.
Just phone Joyce 

at 233-1378 
to request 
help or to 
volunteer.

ATTENTION 
S E N I O R S!  



ANY SERIOUS PROBLEMS IN THE ‘HOOD ON UW GAME DAYS?

With planned stadium expansion threatening to increase fan
behavior problems, the four neighborhoods surrounding the
stadium negotiated a Memo of Understanding in June with
the UW Athletic Department. The department will
contribute funding for increased police staffing in the
neighborhoods on game days as long as problems associated
with the arrival of 75,000 strangers on our doorstep in a party
frame of mind persist. It was a condition for the city’s approval
of the stadium expansion, and we expect it will be needed for
the foreseeable future. 

The new DMNA representative at the post-football season
meetings of neighborhood reps, police and UW Athletic
Department officials will be Sherwood Malamud. Feel free to
contact him at 256-2925 about any significant neighborhood

problems you have encountered on UW home game days this fall, so he can provide feedback at the meeting.
The group will move to solve such problems before the next season. If you’d like to give the University or the
Madison Police Department a pat on the back for the fall’s successful aspects, that is welcome also!  
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The Dudgeon-Monroe

Hornblower is published 

four times per year.

The advertising and 

article deadline 

for the next issue is 

February 26, 2004  

For information on 

display ads

—sizes and cost—

contact

Julie Meyer at 231-1558 

Story ideas welcome. 

Call Kathy Madison

at 238-3533 or email at

kmmadison2000@yahoo.com

DMNA reserves the 

right to edit articles.
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Getting Badgered?

Note From The Transportation Committee
We hope that all the media attention resulting from Sarah Marty’s unfortunate accident at the Sprague and
Monroe crosswalk has not discouraged you. She is recovering well, first of all, and this is the first ped/car crash
in the year and a half since the flags were put up at Monroe & Sprague. Literally thousands upon thousands of
pedestrians have safely crossed there with flags. 

DMNA has also responsibly stressed to pedestrians that the flags aren’t a shield, just a communication device,
and that pedestrians must continue to be alert and to use good judgment. This admonition will continue to be
true even if our vision of a more equitably-and legally-shared street, and many more pedestrians enjoying a safe,
efficient, and pleasant trip comes to pass.

A little background. In the year and a half BEFORE the flags went up, two pedestrians were hit in the area of
that intersection, one of them even crossing at the light with the walk light, and pedestrians were also cited as
contributing to two automobile crashes at that intersection. There have been no ped-related fender-benders
reported since the flags were launched, according to city statistics (up to July 2003, the latest available). Also,
for the last 40 years Madison has typically experienced several pedestrian fatalities and over 100 reported
injuries in encounters with cars, all this without flags. 

So the flags don’t cause accidents for pedestrians—they happen anyway without the flags, as pedestrians have
to cross streets to get anywhere. It’s inattentive drivers who cause the crashes as they are legally bound to yield,
and we are trying to get their attention and train them to watch and stop with the flags.

Salt Lake’s transformation from starring on a list of the ten
worst cities in the U.S. for pedestrians to getting an award
for becoming one of the best cities for pedestrians came
about chiefly because of their flag program. Drivers there—
and in states on both U.S. coasts—have learned to stop for
pedestrians just fine. This tells us that the flags are a major
positive safety influence.

Unless we think that we as Wisconsin drivers are ultimately
untrainable idiots, we need to persevere to change the
situation for the better! And we need to thank the many,
many drivers who HAVE learned to yield—and that’s the
vast majority on Monroe Street. All above the Lake
Woebegone average, I might add! Thanks, everyone! 

DRIVING
SNOW...

all the more
reason to

grab a flag!



You may have noticed this beautiful willow structure on the front
grounds of the Dudgeon Center. Students at Wingra School, a K-
8 school located in the Dudgeon building, are learning first-hand
about the art and science of building structures from natural
materials, an activity common to all cultures. Together with
their art teacher, Barbara Westfall, students are building a
teaching lodge out of native willow saplings that they harvested
from Governor Nelson State Park in Middleton. The trees were
removed from the tall grass prairie as part of the park’s land
management plan. 

The lodge measures 10 x 20 feet and will be used for art making,
literature groups, storytelling, and other activities over the next
few months. The lodge will be maintained through the winter
and dismantled in the spring. 

Learn more at www.wingraschool.org. 

Teaching Lodge 
at Wingra School

Voice Mail 829-7129
Home 255-9517
E-Mail: lentz@firstweber.com

Buying, Selling or Relocating 
Call on the services of your neighborhood Realtor®

TOM LENTZ FIRST WEBER GROUP

• 14 year Dudgeon-Monroe resident
• 100% Customer Satisfaction Rating 
• Knowledgeable and experienced in the sale of older homes
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Mentors and Tutors Needed
Changing demographics in Madison in the last five years have

created a need for more school volunteers. 

Interested readers can contact 
Shirley Hammond, Madison Memorial High School 

Mentor Coordinator at 233-2406 
or Kathy Price at 663-4941, 

Madison Metropolitan School District.
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A Unique 
Holiday Gift!

Lake Wingra
Morning: 
Poems of the 

Dudgeon-Monroe Neighborhood

A perfect holiday present for

friends and family!

This collection of poetry 

by DMNA residents is

available for only $5.00 

Make check out to DMNA

and send to:

Shawn Schey 
878 Woodrow Street
Madison, WI 53711

Madison Friends 
of 

International
Students

needs your help.

Would you like to be
partnered with an

international student 
for great english
conversations? 

The goal of the 
program is to

leave these students 
with a favorable
impression of 

our city and country.

Please call Anne Nahn 
at 831-3390,
if interested.

Winter and
Spring Pruning
of Your Shrubs

and Trees

Certified
Arborists

Insured 

Free Estimates

Stephenson Tree Care

257-1001



Thanks to the hard working Area Representatives and
Block Captains listed below and to the generous
Dudgeon-Monroe neighbors who welcomed them, the
annual fall membership canvass has been completed.
But if you somehow were missed and would like to
join the neighborhood association, you still can mail
your dues—$7 per household—to:

D-MNA
702 S. Prospect Avenue 
Madison,WI 53711.

Area 1: Andrea Urbon, Margaret Anders, Bill & Joan
Vanden Brook, Anna Schryver, Micki Fardy, Janet
Zentner, Janice Burt, Susan Nicol, Andrea Kaminski,
Bailey & Katherine Walsh, Judith Brockway Nienhauser

Area 2: Steve Siehr & Judy Sikora, Donna Silver, Ben &
Katie Reiser, Jone’ & Kurt Kiefer, Nancy Sheehan, Susan
Jane Watson, Donna Wilson, Dave & Kim Kantor, Sarah
Van Tiem

Area 3: Carol Schultz, Bruce Newton,Terri Bleck, Pat
Hanson, Tino Balio, Mary Pinkerton, Joe Silverberg,
Cindy Schlough,

Area 4: Anne Rodgers,Teri Casady, Dave Waterman,
Jon & Erik Dahl, Geoff & Karen Sandler, Ann
McDermott, John & Sue Pope, Matt Joyce, Jane Riley,
Bonnie Jevne, Steve Yaun, Peter Cupery

Area 5: Kathy Huber, Julie Meyer, Phil Freye, Marcy
Doelp, Pat Laubach, Bob Goode, Cesca Piuma, Carol
Gosenheimer, Pat Terry

Area 6: Todd Peterson, Jim Beal, Josh & Melissa Lapin,
Mara Hoffmann,Tony Lambercht, Sara & Casey Gryske,
Tony Fernandez, Sue Reindollar, Chris Nanstad, Paul
Scott, Bjorn Karlsson, Don Thomson, Julie Shaull, Sue
Krause,Terri Johnson, Sam Schultz 

Area 7: Gretchen Twietmeyer, Deb Preysz, Lynn
Pitman, Karen Peterson,Tamara Bryant, Frankie Locke,
Boni Kuenzi, Kristi Langhus, Jane Tenenbaum 

Area 8: Paula Benkart, Dianne Carlson-Doran, Ken
Doran, Dennis Hill, Joe Beyler, Dave Mickelson, Barb
Miller, Barbara Samuel, Susan Gevelber

Area 9: Marnie Harrigan

Area 10: Joe Silverberg
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For all you do




Dear Webmaster,

How can I search for specific information about the neighborhood on the
DMNA.org website?

–Seeker.

Dear Seeker,

At the bottom and top of each DMNA.org web page is a ‘Search
Site’ link. This page will allow you to quickly find the
information you’re looking for. Just enter a couple of words that
describe the subject you’re interested in. The more words you
enter, the more selective the search will be, and the fewer the
number of pages that will be found. You can also use the
‘Boolean’ and ‘Case’ options to further refine your search. Details
on how to use these options are described on the search page.

Dear Webmaster,

I receive numerous unsolicited and often offensive e-mails. What can I do
about this?

–Concerned.

Dear Concerned,

This unwelcome “junk mail” is commonly refereed to as “Spam”.
It is estimated that one half of all e-mail messages are Spam and
that two out of three Spam messages contain false information.
Congress is currently considering several anti-Spam bills, but
action is not expected until at least next year. In the mean time,
refer to sites like http://spam.abuse.net for information about
what you can do to prevent Spam. DMNA.org messages you may
receive are not considered Spam because you have to voluntarily
sign-up for a mailing list in order to receive them. Also, using the
DMNA.org email list does not generate Spam messages on your
computer.
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CatCare
In Your Home

I love spending time with cats
BUT someone in my family 

is allergic to them




If you’d like to have your cat(s)
cared for while you’re away" 

give me a call or send an email:

Shawn Schey
%&% Woodrow Street

()%*&+)&
shaunshy@netscape
net

Reasonable Rates
Plenty of References

from your own neighbors  

NEIGHBORHOOD
PLANNING GRANT

The Monroe Street Commercial Districts Planning
project is underway. The project is headed up by an 11-
member Neighborhood Planning Grant (NPG) Project
Team representing the three grant partners: Dudgeon-
Monroe Neighborhood Association (DMNA), the Vilas
Neighborhood Association (VNA) and the Monroe
Street Merchants Association (MSMA). The NPG
Project Team released a Request for Proposals for
professional urban planners to work on this project.
Proposals were received until early October and the Team
expects to hire a planning firm by November. (See
www.dmna.org for updates) 

The project is exciting. This planning study brings together neighbors, businesses, property owners,
developers, educational institutions, planning experts, elected officials and city staff to develop a vision for
our neighborhood commercial district. Specifically, the project will prepare a commercial district land use
plan for Monroe Street from Regent Street to Odana Road. This plan starts with a wish list from all of us and
moves through the debate and compromise of differing perspectives and the imposition of data, research, and
regulations. The goal is a plan that provides redevelopment and development guidance that reflects the
nature and respects the people in the area, provides tools for success for our neighborhood commercial
districts, and provides area businesses the freedom to express their individuality. 

This plan will ultimately be reflected in a commercial district market study, a land use plan and in general
development standards. 

The project presents challenges. The first is budgetary. This is a $30,000 project. Fifteen thousand dollars in
city Neighborhood Planning Grant funds must be matched with fifteen thousand dollars of private funds. The
NPG Project Team has been fund raising and, frankly, will continue to fund raise throughout the project
because we do not want to fall short of our goal through lack of funds. 

As I write this, the Project Team is interviewing urban planners and will hire a professional planner to work
with the Team and to facilitate, research, analyze and design the final product. 

Most important for our success will be the input we ourselves contribute. There will be many opportunities
for neighbors, businesses, developers and the whole list of people mentioned earlier to bring opinions,
experiences, knowledge, ideas, and of course, wishes, to the table. The NPG Project Team will work hard to
make sure everyone is aware of public meetings and other input gathering opportunities. We will use the D-
MNA email announcement list and the www.DMNA.org web site. This is a big undertaking. It is exciting. It
is an opportunity to give something to our neighbors in decades to come. 



BE A GOOD NEIGHBOR

Seems too cold and miserable to shovel? That unpleasant chore is a critical lifeline to neighborhood
walkers. The elderly who need safe sidewalks to get to the drugstore, the wheelchair-bound disabled, the
young mother pushing a stroller, the neighbor who takes the bus to work, and our stalwart exercisers, all
need your shoveling help! If one person on their route doesn’t shovel, the most vulnerable among us will
be stuck at home. Even the others must worry constantly about falls.

And walking is emerging as a crucial component to maintaining your health, along with a playing a major
role in maintaining a sense of community in our neighborhood. Walkers meet their neighbors—okay, so
maybe not so much in December!—provide “eyes on the street” for problems, and encounter others to swap
rich life stories and discuss the issues of the day. They are also the life-blood of small neighborhood
businesses. 

Worth encouraging? We have failed in past winters. Among the unsuspecting victims of poor shoveling in
our neighborhood have been two middle-aged friends of mine:

• the resident who hit her head when she fell on a snow-covered icy patch and spent six months
trying to sleep upright because of the resulting vertigo, and

• the live-alone neighbor who fell on an unshoveled walk and broke her wrist, having to call her
neighbors for months whenever she dressed to help her pull her clothes over the pins securing the
fracture. 

Have a heart! This year, please be a hero and clear that sidewalk promptly and carefully! Remember that
careful shoveling after those first storms is necessary to keep that concrete showing. And you can remove
accumulated ice with salt or the ice scrapers in plentiful supply at the hardware store. The city requires you
to keep applying sand or salt to any sidewalk ice you cannot remove-there must be an active abrasive, not
just a single application. Any remaining untreated patch of ice can cause a pedestrian to topple.

Need another nudge? Remember that the city requires that snow and ice be removed from your sidewalk
before noon of the day following a storm. If you have a corner lot, you are also responsible for a broad path
(remember those strollers and wheelchairs) down the ramp or curb. 

And yes, Virginia, there IS a fine: $64.80—with steeper penalties and an expensive clearing by the city
if you still don’t shovel. Walkers needing to report unsafe sidewalks should call City Building Inspection,
266-4551 to protect fellow walkers! 

“Madison’s Best Specialty Shop”

Plus many other items 
from around the world. 
Open 7 days a week

Orange Tree Imports
1721 Monroe Street

255-8211

Cookware
Glassware
Gadgets
Cards
Toys

Soaps
Jewelry
Candies
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• Bamboo

• Cork

• Recycled Glass Tile

• Natural Fibre Rugs

• FSC Certified, local
hardwoods

• Arsenic-Free Decking

Flooring that’s better 
for your health, and 
the environment. 

Tel: 608.698.0571

Sun Prairie, WI

www.ecofriendlyflooring.com

Non-Toxic
FloorsBE A SNOW SHOVEL HERO! 

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

1609 University Avenue, Madison, WI  53726

Worship 10:00 am 
233-9751

www.firstcongmadison.org

An Open and Affirming Congregation welcoming
all persons into full participation of church life
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Join us 
for our 

Holiday Party 

Friday
December 12 

at 

7:00 pm

at 

1922 Vilas Avenue 

for an 

evening of 

food and good cheer. 

For More Information
Contact 

Sue Ellingson

259-1824 

SAFE SIDEWALKS AND A HEALTHY LAKE WINGRA: 
THE USE OF SALT AND SAND THIS WINTER 

SHOVELING... That unpleasant chore is a critical lifeline to neighborhood walkers. Many of our neighbors (the
elderly, wheelchair-bound disabled, parents pushing strollers, bus-riders, exercisers) need your shoveling help!
Unshoveled and slippery sidewalks can and do cause injuries every year. 

NEED ANOTHER NUDGE? Remember that the city requires that snow and ice be removed from your sidewalk before
noon of the day following a storm. If you have a corner lot, you are responsible for a broad path (remember those
strollers and wheelchairs) down the ramp or curb. And there is a fine: $62.60-with steeper penalties and an
expensive clearing by the City if you still don’t shovel. Walkers needing to report unsafe sidewalks should call City
Building Inspection, 266-4551 to protect other walkers! 

HAVE A HEART! This year, please be a hero and clear your sidewalk promptly and carefully. Remember that shoveling
after those first storms is necessary to keep the concrete showing and prevent the formation of ice. 

Sometimes it’s difficult to prevent the formation of ice on our sidewalks and driveways. To some, the solution may
seem to be to scatter salt or sand. The neighborhood’s Lake Wingra and Healthy Lawn Team and Friends of Lake
Wingra encourage you to find alternatives to salt and sand. Why? Salt, in particular, is detrimental to Lake
Wingra’s water quality. 

As warmer weather melts the snow and ice and spring rain showers appear, the salt we apply to our roads, driveways
and sidewalks (usually sodium chloride, NaCl) dissolves. The water then carries dissolved salt as it soaks into the
groundwater or flows downhill through the gutters and storm sewers into Lake Wingra. As a result, the levels of
sodium and chloride steadily increase in both Lake Wingra and shallow groundwater aquifers in our watershed.
Before Madison began regular road salting in the 1950s, chloride levels in Lake Wingra were 5 mg/liter. In recent
years, the average chloride level in Lake Wingra has been 75 mg/liter or more, or at least 15 times the original
level. Edgewood College students have measured chloride levels during spring melt that exceeded 100 mg/liter in
Lake Wingra, Wingra Creek, and the Marion Dunn retention pond on Monroe Street, 600 mg/liter in Odana
Ponds, and 3000 mg/liter in Edgewood’s retention pond. 

There is evidence that salt can have detrimental effects on watershed health. Native plants and animals
that live in Lake Wingra and its shoreline wetlands are adapted to living in low salinity (salt
concentration) habitats. Road, driveway and sidewalk salt runoff over the years has degraded Lake
Wingra’s waters and making the habitat less suitable for native plants and animals. (For more
information and references regarding the impact of salt on water quality, please see the Road Salt and
Water Quality article at www.lakewingra.org.) 

As an alternative to using salt as a de-icer this winter, please: 
• Shovel after those first storms to keep the concrete showing. 

• Use a ice scraper tool or flat hoe to break up icy patches. 

• If you’re physically unable to do the work yourself, hire a student or trade service person. 

• If you must, carefully spread sand on the icy portions of your sidewalk so that it creates a layer of abrasive
(not piles). 

• If thick or stubborn ice warrants salt or other de-icer product, please use them sparingly. 

For Information about alternatives to salt visit www.consciouschoice.com/environs/slipslidingaway1201.html. And
please share your ideas with us! Contact Hannah Harris at harris@merr.com. 

For more information 
about how you can help improve Lake Wingra’s health, please visit the Friends of Lake Wingra website at
www.lakewingra.org. 

Come Celebrate With us
Stay safe—and help protect Lake Wingra!

WINTER AND LAKE WINGRA



FRIENDS OF LAKE WINGRA TEAMS UP WITH PUBLIC SECTOR 
TO ADDRESS LAKE WINGRA WATER QUALITY ISSUES

As you likely know, Lake Wingra has been beset with problems this past summer, culminating in the beach
closing beginning July 25th. Friends of Lake Wingra (FOLW) has been working for several years to plan
and develop actions to restore the health of Lake Wingra. 

FOLW with City of Madison, State of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, and federal partners is working
on a grant-funded comprehensive water quality monitoring program at three Madison beaches. [The grant
is called U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Monitoring for Public Access and
Community Tracking (EMPACT).] The goal of the program is to develop better and faster ways of
identifying unsafe swimming conditions and therefore reduce the risk of swimmers being exposed to
pathogens. FOLW’s role is to implement outreach strategies to educate Vilas Beach swimmers and the
community about what causes poor water quality and how to help protect our beaches.

The Madison Department of Public Health (MDPH) regularly
monitors beach water quality to ensure that beaches are safe for
swimming (i.e. pathogen free). Occasionally, as we have recently
experienced, beaches have to be closed due to the suspected
presence of pathogens. The EMPACT program includes
extensive water quality monitoring at three Madison beaches:
Vilas Beach, Olbrich Beach on Lake Monona, and Spring
Harbor Beach on Lake Mendota. Over a 2-year period,
beginning in the summer of 2002, MDPH and partners will study
beach water quality for physical, nutrient, and weather-related
factors. These factors can be measured quickly and frequently
using automated sampling instruments. The EMPACT study is
developing ways to predict bacterial indicators of unsafe

swimming conditions from quickly measured factors—physical, nutrient, and weather-related. 

For more information, please visit the Friends of Lake Wingra website www.lakewingra.org and the City’s
beach website www.cityofmadison.com/beaches/—The City site has drop-down menus at the top that
provide links to actual data tables of results of sampling.

PROTECTING LAKE WINGRA

438-1616
Rob Maveus, Owner
Over 25 Years Experience

www.sprucepainting.com

( sproos) :  adj .  -  neat  & 
t r im in a smar t  way

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR

RESIDENTIAL

LIGHT 
CARPENTRY

STAINING

FULLY 
INSURED

FREE
 ESTIMATES
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C h i l d ren love coming
to New Morning 

because it’s a special
place of their own.

NEW MORNING NURSERY SCHOOL

O P E N H O U S E
January 31, 2003   10:00 am - 12:00 pm

Come visit us during our 
Open House, Saturday, February 1st 

and you’ll see why 
children love coming to New Morning.
This is a great opportunity for you to 

meet our very special teachers, 
talk with current parents and 

explore our classrooms.  We offer morning
or afternoon classes for children ages 2-6. 

Dudgeon Center
3200 Monroe St, Madison, WI  53711

6 0 8 / 2 3 3 - 0 4 3 3
A non-profit co-op since 1972, city certified, 

state licensed, and nationally accredited.
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Why not do all your Christmas shopping on Monroe Street this year? Pull on your
warmest boots, grab your shopping list and leave the car at home; avoid the crush at the mall, and save your
sanity. You’ll find something for everyone right here in your own neighborhood. 

Start out your shopping day with a hot latte and a muffin for breakfast; then you’re ready to check out the
great clothes for men, women, and children, music and books for all tastes and ages, toys, antiques, coffee,
wine, cheese, a box of chocolates, and, hmmm, time to take a hot soup lunch break and pick
up a biscuit for the dog. 

Maybe a futon, a rug from the Orient, a plant, a painting maybe two - an artistic
lamp, a frame for that old map, a new stereo system, a cool bottle filled with great
shampoo, yarn to knit a warm sweater (or cap since it’s getting late), cookware,
jewelry, a certificate for a massage, a bottle of vitamins to get you through the
new year. What about a Marvel comic book, a quick look to see if the tiles
you want for the kitchen are still there, then on to Christmas plates
(painted and fired by you for someone special), or a wooden giraffe; and
don’t forget to pick up your prescription. Too late and too tired to
cook dinner—let’s see, which restaurant is nearest. . . 
It’s hard to beat Christmas shopping on Monroe Street!

NEW BUSINESSES

The Bodacious Boutique
1719 Monroe Street, opened in September and
carries, “trendy clothing for classy, sassy
women of all ages.” Predominant clothing
label is French Connection and the owners,
Joy Lynch and Sheryl Batten are planning to
add a line of men’s clothing soon. 
Call 442-7575 to check Christmas hours.

Solon Sundari
When Solon Sundari opened on the
second floor of 1719 Monroe Street
three years ago we missed
mentioning them in the
Hornblower. Wow! Male or
female, old or young, if you need
to seriously control your
“dreads” or just want a
shimmery green streak in your
hair for that Christmas feeling
make an appointment with
Bry, Tina, or Steph. Salon
Sundari is open from noon to
8 pm (or later, by
appointment). The Salon is
all about art and creativity. 

Call 255-8684.

BUSINESS 

RELOCATION
Victor Allen has moved his
coffee shop into the former
Utoypia location at 2623
Monroe Street and replaced
the old chairs (thanks V.A.!).
Bakery selections now include
a full range of gourmet breads.

Monroe Street’s Business Beat

ListingMadison.com
is Madison's first free

online classified ad

service, where 

Madison goes to 

buy, sell and meet!

Post your ads online

24-hours a day.

Step-by-step 

instructions guide you

through the 

listing process 

in as little as 

five minutes.

List your stuff now at

www.

listingmadison.com
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Brian Solomon  . . .294-9289
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Daryl Sherman  . . .238-5106

TREASURER
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For the last time in 
The Oscar Mayer Theatre

December 12-14  &  19-21, 2003

Choreography by W. Earle Smith

Don’t Miss

Join Us...

Winter
Wine

Tasting

Thursday
February 0" (112

& pm – + pm
at

Grace Chosy
Gallery

6%(0 Monroe Street

See Insert for
Additional

Information



W I N T E R  2 0 0 3

12

Hornblower
Dudgeon-Monroe Neighborhood Association's

official herald
THE Lose the stick!

SASHMAN SERVICES
Broken Ropes, Glass, Glazing, Etc.

Larry Pinger259-9995 Professional Craftsman

Heaters

Softeners

Disposals

Repairs

Remodeling

New Construction

233-1608
2602 MONROE STREET

W.F. BUTLER
PLUMBING, INC

GLENWOOD MORAVIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
A world-wide Protestant church

Chicken Pie Sale    December 3 and 4  

Advent Concert    December 14 at 7:00 pm 

Children’s Pageant    December 21 at 10:30 am

Candlelight Service  Christmas Eve at 5:00 and 7:00 pm

Come worship with us     
Sunday School  9:00 a.m. Worship 10:30 a.m.

Nursery Provided  
725 Gilmore Street   233-8709   Pastor Aden Ward



Please Join Us...
DMNA 9th Annual Winter Wine Tasting

Thursday
February 5, 2004

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
at

Grace Chosy Gallery
1825 Monroe Street

Come one and all to enjoy an evening of great wine, 

food and conversation among the beautiful art works 

of the Grace Chosy Gallery

$5 per person

Wine, Hors d’oeurves 
and Flowers from our 

Monroe and Regent Street
Neighborhood Merchants

To volunteer for 
this event, or other 

Social Committee Events
contact 

Mary Jo Croake
231-1406 

maryjo@terracom.net
or

Ann McDermott
233-6273


